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Abstract 

h’onlincar beam dynamics studies of the 2.5 GeV dedicated 
SR source SII?ERIA-2 are described. The effect of chro- 
matic sextupoles and measured multipole lield errors are 
taken into account. The influence of high order resonances 
is considered. The technique for finding the alternative 
operation point with an extended nonlinear stable region 
is described. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The dedicakd SR source SIBERIA-2 [l] is intended for ex- 
periments with photon beams of high brightness from both 
dipoles and insertion devices. The requirements for hori- 
zontal emittance minimization together with the matching 
of lattice functions in the insertion device regions dcter- 
mine the lattice quite unambiguously [2]. The intrinsic 
feature of low-emittance lattices is rather large chromatic 
aberrations due to the strong horizontal focusing needed 
to achieve the minimal emittance. 
To compensat,e the chromatisity, strong sestupolcs are in 
use. Due to the presence of sextupoles the nonlinear effects 
become of great importance for the transverse particle mo- 
tion and nonlinear perturbation may lead to a sv.vzre re- 
duction of dynamic aperture and beam lifetime limkation. 

II. NATURAL cH~oh~wTIcu\~ 
COMPENSATION 

SIBERIA-2 has a six fold symmetry lattice with 12 three 
meter long straight sections to accommodate insertion de- 
vices, rf and injection equipment. The horizontal emit- 
tance at 2.5 GeV is equal to E= = 76 nm-rad Fig. 1 shorvs 
one half of the cell together with the optical functions 
for the operation point Y, = 7.717 and v, = 7.694 For 
this mode the produced natural chromaticities are equal 
to & = -23.9 and & = -23.8. 
Two families of chromat,ic sextupoles are introduced in the 
dispersive straight section in away to conserve both lattice 
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Figure 1: Schematic desing of one half of SIBERIA-2 cell 
and the optical function 

symmetry and cell mirror symmet.ry. 
The betatron tune region was chosen far from the sex- 
tupole structure resonances 3v, = 24, vr + 2v, = 24, 
-v, + 2v, = 6, as well as the resonances v, = 7 5 and 
8. The other first order sextupole resonances which are 
closer to the working point are suppressed due to the lat- 
tice symmetry. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the dependences of the tunes and lat- 
tice functions at the cell middle point on the momentum 
deviation while the linear chromaticities are corrected. 
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Figure 2: The dependences of the tunes and optical func- 
tions on momentum deviation with corrected chromaticity 

III. REQVIRED .~PERTURE 

The required aperture was c&mated bearing in mind: 
i) In~ecfioa rfficzcncy. The 450 hIe\’ electrons will be in- 
jected in one turn into the horizontal phase space using 
a bump orbit which is produced 1~~ a nanosecond kicker 
and a prekicker [3]. Taking into account the injected beam 
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Figure 3: Dynamic aperture versus betatron tunes 

emittance, septum leak field, injection orbit errors, etc. the 
required aperture is 2.6 cm in horizontal direction. The 
vertical aperture is determined by the injected beam emit- 
lance and should not be less than f-O.8 cm. 
ii) Benm lifeiime. For SR experiments with high time res- 
olution the single bunch operat,ion mode is required. The 
computation results have shown that for the - 0.1 - jl- 
single bunch the beam lifetime is determined by Touschek 
effect in the whole energy range of SIBERIA-2. To pro- 
vide good lifetime at 2.5 GeV with 0.1 A electron current, 
average pressure < 2 nTorr and bctatron oscillations cow 
pling Ed = O.Ol&, the following aperture sizes are needed: 
A, = *2.4cm, A, = %1.3cm (the possible rms closed orbit 
errors oz,* = ~tO.3 cm were included into consideration). 
The vacuum chamber and the “good” field area in dipoles 
and cluadrupoles do not restrict the aperture size 

IV. TRACKING 

The simulation has been carried out using the FORTRAN 
77 code MAcSim, developed by the authors [4] and run on 

MicroVAX-3.500 under VAX/VMS-5.2. As is standard, 
the code is double precision. 
The code tracks the particles through the sequence of mag- 
net elements in finite-length or thin-length approximation. 
To economize the CPU time for the linear part, of the 
lattice the matrices are prepared before tracking and the 
structure is composed into a block structure. For finite 
length nonlinearity the $-order Runge-Kutta integration is 
used while for thin element a norllinear kick is performed. 
Systematic and/or random multipole errors can be intro- 

duced in any element. 
At each turn, phase coordinates are accumulated. A&e: 
the tracking performed, the graphics or other outputs can 
be done in any canonical variables set: J - qb, z - p or 
z - z. 
Options include: spectral analysis, I.he computation of the 
amplitude dependent tune shift, harmonic correction, dis- 
tortion functions, &want-Snyder invariant deviation, etc. 

v. TRACKING RESULTS 

A. Operation pozni 

In order to test the sensitivity of the lattice to the op- 
eration point, the dependence of t,he dynamic aperture on 
betatron tunes was investigated. The tunes were changed 
by the quadrupoles in nondispersive straight section in the 
ranges: vr = 7.15 + 8.25 and vz = 6.55 + 8.35 with the 
step equal to L!.U = 0.05. After the linear chromatitity 
correction. the dynamic aperture was calculated for 500 
revolutions in each point. 
To have a convenient figure of merrit, which combines hor- 
izontal and vrrt.ical dimensions of the dynamic aperture 
and its shape, in a boundary curve A, = f(A,) an el- 
lipse whose area as large m possible was inscribed. Then 
the only quantity (ellipse area S, ) characterizes the aper- 
ture “quality”. This criterion allowes us to avoid apertures 
which are large, but irregular in shape. 
The results of the simulation are demonstrated in Fig. 3. 
The following structure sextupole resonances are close to 
the initial operat.ion point v, = 7.717,~~ = 7.694: 
3u, = 24, u, + 2v, = 24 (first order); 
4u, = 30, 2v, + 2vz = 30. 4u, = 30 (second order). 
The most powerful among them are 3v, = 24 and v, + 
2v, = 24 : in our case, strong nonlinenear coupling is 
present in transverse motion. 
Fig. 4 illustrates the dynamic aperture for the initial op- 
eration point (.S, 2 3.6, arbitrary units). The aiterna- 
tive operation point vz = 7.763, v, = 6.698 was chosen to 
increase t,he dynamic aperture: at this point S, 2 9.5 
whereas the parameters which determined the machine 
performance (emittance, amplitude functions, et,c.) are al- 
most the same. 
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Figure 4: Dynamic aperture without/with multipole errors 
and amplitude dependent tune shift (initial point). 
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B. Tracking at ihe inittal operation point 

Phase trajectories for the initial operation point in 
J, - I,& space are shown in Fig. 5. These plots are taken 
in the middle of the nondispersive straight section, where ,. 
cYz,l = 0. 
Near the limit of the stable area (A, z 2.4cm) one can see 
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Figure 5: Horizontal phase space irajectories (initial 

the resonances 18~~ = 138 and 29v, = 222 (the last looks Ax(m) Az(cm) 
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Figure 6: Dynamic aperture without/with multipole errors 
and momentum dependence of the dynamic aperture for 
the alternative point. 

like the island chain in the stochastic region). At A, ? 1.4 
cm there is strong enough (the widt,h AJ, is large) rcso- 
nance 7u, = 54. In spite of the fact that this resonance is 
isolated by invariant surfaces, these surfaces can expect to 
be destroyed due to the breaking of the lattice symmetry 
(for example, by the multipole errors) and the stable area 
limit, will be shrinked. 
The distortion of the invariant curves is explained by the 
combined effect of the resonances 3v, = 24 and 4v, = 30. 
The vertical plane tracking was plotted as well and the 
nonlinear coupling effects were invest,igated. 
Fig. 4 p1ot.s the tune versus the amplitudes obtained hy 
tracking and calculated according to the second order per- 
turbation theory. The discrepancy between them suggests 
that the higher orders should be taken into account. 
To find the influence of multipole errors on the dynamic 
aperture the tracking for 10 lattices with systematic and 
random multipole errors was performed. The results of 
mngnet.ic mapping of the lattice elements provide us with 
the errors amplitudes. 
The plot of tracking results in Fig. 4 shows the shrinking 
of the stable area. It is worth noting that the resonance 
iv, = 54 has an essential effect, on the dynamic aperture 
limitation in horizontal plant. 

C. Aliernative Operation Pm11 

Figure 7: Amplit.ude dependent tune shift (alternative 
point). 

reduce. 
From the above, U, = 7.763 and v, = 6.698 were cho- 

sen as the t,une values for the alternative point. The dy- 
namic aperture with/without multipole errors for the de- 
tuned version is given in Fig. 6, the amplitude dependent 
tune shifts are depicted in Fig. 7. The motion behind the 
dashed line in both Figuws cannot be considered as un- 
ambiguously stable, hrcituse the studies evidence that this 
region (A, > 1.8cm) is inside the resonance 2~~ - vl = 6 
and any symmetry break will distort the stability. 
The horizontal phase curves demonst.rate the absence of 
strong resonances inside the aperture. Fig. 6 gives the 
numerical resuhs for the off-momentum part,icle at *l% 
moment.um deviation for the alternat,ive operation point. 
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